
guarantee
1. [͵gærənʹti:] n

1. 1) гарантия
guarantee test - тех. гарантийноеиспытание
with guarantee for two years - с гарантиейна два года
without guarantee - без гарантии, без ручательства
half a year guarantee on the watch - полугодовая гарантия на часы (после ремонта и т. п. )

2) гарантия, залог безопасности
to secure all guarantees - полностью себя обезопасить, исключить всякий риск
his interest is the best guarantee of his discretion - его заинтересованность(в этом) - залог того, что он будет вести себя
осмотрительно/скромно/

3) ручательство, поручительство; обязательство, обещание
you havemy guarantee that we'll be on time - ручаюсь, что мы не опоздаем; можешь мне поверить, мы придём вовремя

4) залог
to leave smth. as guarantee - оставить что-л. в качестве залога
what guarantee can you offer? - что ты можешь предложить в качестве залога?

5) = guaranty I
2. поручитель

will you be my guarantee? - не будешь ли ты моим поручителем?
to go guarantee for smb. - выступать в качестве чьего-л. поручителя

3. тот, кому вносится залог
2. [͵gærənʹti:] v

1. 1) гарантировать; давать гарантию
this watch is guaranteed for 2 years - эти часы имеют гарантию на 2 года

2) гарантировать, обеспечивать; ручаться
to guarantee success - гарантироватьуспех, ручаться за успех
to guarantee smb.'s debts - гарантироватьуплату чьих-л. долгов
to guarantee the payment of smb.'s debts, to guarantee that smb.'s debts shall be paid - поручиться, что чьи-л. долги будут
выплачены

3) обещать, ручаться
I guarantee that he will be pleased - ручаюсь, что он будет доволен
he will come, I guarantee - он придёт, я ручаюсь
to guarantee a horse free from vice - ручаться, что у лошади нет изъянов /дефектов/
I guarantee his obedience - я отвечаю за его послушание, можете не сомневаться в его послушании

2. (against) обеспечивать, страховать
to guarantee against fire - страховать от пожара
to be guaranteed against loss - быть застрахованным от потерь

Apresyan (En-Ru)

guarantee
guar·an·tee AW [guarantee guarantees guaranteed guaranteeing ] noun, verb

BrE [ˌɡærənˈti ] NAmE [ˌɡærənˈti ]

noun
1. a firm promise that you will do sth or that sth will happen

Syn:↑assurance

• to give a guarantee of good behaviour
• He gaveme a guarantee that it would neverhappen again.
• They are demanding certain guarantees before they sign the treaty.

2. a written promise given by a company that sth you buy will be replaced or repaired without payment if it goes wrong within a
particular period

Syn:↑warranty

• We providea 5-year guarantee against rust.
• The watch is still under guarantee .
• The television comes with a year's guarantee.
• a money-back guarantee

3. something that makes sth else certain to happen
• ~ (of sth) Career success is no guarantee of happiness.
• ~ (that…) There's no guarantee that she'll come (= she may not come) .

4. money or sth valuable that you give or promise to a bank, for example, to make sure that you will do what you have promised
• We had to offer our house as a guarantee when getting the loan.

5. a written promise to pay back money that sb else owes, or do sth that sb else promised to do, if they cannot do it themselves
• A close relative, usually a parent, can providea guarantee for the loan.

 
Word Origin:
late 17th cent. (in the sense ‘guarantor’): perhaps from Spanish garante, corresponding to French garant, later influenced by French
garantie ‘guaranty’ .
 
Thesaurus:
guarantee noun C
• The union wants a guarantee that there witll be no job losses.
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promise • • assurance • • commitment • |especially journalism pledge •
a guarantee/promise/commitment /pledge to do sth
a/an guarantee/promise/assurance/pledge that…
give a/an guarantee/promise/assurance/commitment/pledge

Guarantee , promise or pledge ? Promise is the most general and frequent of these words, and the only one used of personal
relationships:
• She had forgotten her promise to call me

 ✗ She had forgotten her guarantee/pledge to call me. Guarantee is used especially in matters of business; pledge is used

especially in politics :
• election/campaign/manifesto pledges

 
Example Bank:

• Arriving early is no longer a guarantee of getting a place.
• Driving into town early is no longer a guarantee of getting a parking space.
• The car is still under guarantee, so you should be able to get it repaired free of charge.
• The company offers a full money-back guarantee.
• The contractors offer a full money-back guarantee on all their work.
• The country gives a constitutional guarantee of the rights of minorities.
• The demonstrators were demanding guarantees for fair elections.
• The garage gives a year's guarantee for all repair work.
• The window frames carry a 20-year guarantee against rot or decay.
• There was no guarantee against misuse of the king's power.
• We didn't get any firm guarantee of a loan.
• He receiveda guarantee that the documents would not be published.
• The union wants cast-iron guarantees that there will be no job losses.
• They insisted on havinga written guarantee of good conduct from her.

Idiom: ↑guaranteed to do something

 
verb
1. to promise to do sth; to promise sth will happen

• ~ sthBasic human rights, including freedom of speech, are now guaranteed.
• ~ (that)… We cannot guarantee (that) our flights will neverbe delayed.
• ~ sb sth The ticket will guarantee you free entry.
• ~ to do sthWe guarantee to deliveryour goods within a week.

2. ~ sth (against sth) to give a written promise to replace or repair a product free if it goes wrong
• This iron is guaranteed for a year against faulty workmanship.

3. to make sth certain to happen
• ~ sth Tonight's victory guarantees the team's place in the final.
• ~ sb sth These days getting a degree doesn't guarantee you a job.

4. ~ (that)… to be certain that sth will happen
• You can guarantee (that) the children will start being naughty as soon as they have to go to bed.

5. to agree to be legally responsible for sth or for doing sth, especially for paying back money that sb else owes if they cannot pay it
back themselves

• ~ sth to guarantee a bank loan
• ~ to do sth to guarantee to pay sb's debts
• ~ that… I guarantee that he will appear in court.

Verb forms:

 
Word Origin:
late 17th cent. (in the sense ‘guarantor’): perhaps from Spanish garante, corresponding to French garant, later influenced by French
garantie ‘guaranty’ .
 
Thesaurus:
guarantee verb
1. T

• We guarantee next day delivery.
promise • • assure • • pledge • |formal business undertake •

guarantee/promise/pledge/undertake to do sth



guarantee/promise/pledge that…
guarantee/promise/pledge your support

Guarantee or promise? When you promise sth, you make a personal commitment to do sth. Guarantee is less personal;
when you guarantee sth, you mean that you will make sure that it happens. You havea moral duty to do what you have
promised, but you may also have a legal duty to do what you have guaranteed.

2. T
• Getting a degree doesn't guarantee you a job.
assure • • make sure • • ensure • • see to it that… •

guarantee/make sure/ensure/see to it that…
guarantee/assure/ensure the success/survival/quality of sth

Which word? Ensure and make sure are often used in orders or instructions:
• Please ensure/make sure that the gas is switched off.

 ✗ Please guarantee/assure that the gas is switched off. Guarantee and assure can suggest that feelings of worry or doubt are

removed.
 
Synonyms :
certain
bound • sure • definite • guaranteed

These are all words describing sth that will definitely happen or is definitely true.

certain • that you can rely on to happen or be true: ▪ It's certain that they will agree. ◇▪ They are certain to agree.

bound • [not before noun] certain to happen, or to do or be sth. Bound is only used in the phrase bound to do/be, etc.: ▪ There

are bound to be changes when the new system is introduced. ◇▪ You've done so much work— you're bound to pass the exam.

sure • certain to happen or be true; that can be trusted on relied on: ▪ She's sure to be picked for the team. ◇▪ It's sure to rain.

definite • (rather informal) certain to happen; that is not going to change: ▪ Is it definite that he's leaving?
guaranteed • certain to have a particular result: ▪ That kind of behaviouris guaranteed to make him angry.
certain/sure of sth
certain/bound/sure/guaranteed to do sth
certain/definite that…
I couldn't say for certain/sure/definite.

 
Example Bank:

• A degree does not automatically guarantee you a job.
• All our electrical goods are fully guaranteed.
• I can absolutely guarantee that you will enjoy the show.
• I personally guarantee total and immediate support in all measures undertaken.
• The complicated electoral system effectively guarantees the president's re-election.
• The outcome is by no means guaranteed.
• The process of training and qualification does not automatically guarantee you a job.
• His father agreed to guarantee the bank loan.
• The film is virtually guaranteed to do well at the box office.
• These days getting a degree doesn't guarantee you a job.
• Tonight's victory guarantees the team's place in the final.
• You can guarantee that the children will start being naughty as soon as they have to go to bed.

 

guarantee
I. guar an tee 1 S2 W3 AC /ˌɡærənˈti / BrE AmE verb [transitive]

[Word Family: verb: ↑guarantee; noun: ↑guarantee]

1.
a) to promise to do something or to promise that something will happen
guarantee (that)

I guarantee you’ll love this film.
guarantee somebody something

If you send the application form in straight away, I can guarantee you an interview.
guarantee to do something

I cannot guarantee to work for more than a year.
The law guarantees equal rights for men and women.

b) to make a formal written promise to repair or replace a product if it breaks within a specific period of time:
All our products are fully guaranteed.

guarantee something against something
The stereo is guaranteed against failure for a year.

2. to promise that you will pay back money that someone else has borrowed, if they do not pay it back themselves:
The bank will only lend me money if my parents guarantee the loan.

3. to make it certain that something will happen:
In movies, talent by no means guarantees success.

guarantee that
The built-in thermostat guarantees that the water remains at the same temperature all the time.

be guaranteed to do something
This latest incident is guaranteed to make the situation worse.
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be guaranteed something
Even if you complete your training, you aren’t guaranteed a job.

• • •
THESAURUS

▪ promise to tell someone that you will definitely do something, or that something will happen: He promised to give the book
back. | The organisers have promised that this year’s event will take place.
▪ swear to make a very serious and sincere promise, for example in a law court: He had sworn to tell the truth. | I would neverdo
that, I swear.
▪ give somebody your word especially spoken to promise sincerely that you will do something or that something is true – often
used when you are trying to persuade someone that they can trust you: I give you my word that your money is safe with me. | I’ll
let you go out tonight if you give me your word that you’ll be home by 11.
▪ vow to make a very serious promise, often to yourself: She vowed that she would neverdrink alcohol again. | They vowed to
carry on their campaign for justice.
▪ assure to promise someone that something will happen or that something is true, in order to try to make them feel less worried:
Police haveassured the public that they are doing everything they can to find the killer.
▪ guarantee to promise that you will make sure that something will definitely happen, so that there is no question of it not
happening: I guarantee that you will have the documents by tomorrow. | How can you guarantee that this won’t happen again?
▪ pledge to promise publicly or officially that you will do something, for example to give help or money: The governmenthas
pledged to increase overseas aid to $4 billion over the next fiveyears.
▪ undertake formal to make an official or legal promise to do something: The governmentundertook to keep price increases to a
minimum. | The two sides undertook to respect each other’s territory.
▪ commit to something formal to make a firm and definite promise to do something important, which will affect you for a long
time and which could result in serious effects if you fail: Bobby felt unready to commit to a romantic relationship. | A group of 11
companies has committed to developinga new passenger plane.

II. guarantee 2 S3 AC BrE AmE noun [countable]

[Word Family: verb: ↑guarantee; noun: ↑guarantee]

[Date: 1600-1700; Origin: Probably from guaranty]
1. a formal written promise to repair or replace a product if it breaks within a specific period of time SYN warranty :

They offer a two-year guarantee on all their electrical goods.
come with/carry a guarantee

Our computers come with a one-year guarantee.
under guarantee

Is your TV under guarantee (=protected by a guarantee)?
a money-back guarantee

2. a formal promise that something will be done
guarantee of

I’m afraid there’s no guarantee of success.
guarantee that

I cannot give a guarantee that there will be no redundancies.
3.
a) a promise that you will pay back money that someone else has used or borrowed, if they do not pay it themselves
b) something valuable that you give to someone to keep until you have done something you promised to do:

The bank is holding the airline’s assets as guarantees.
• • •

COLLOCATIONS
■verbs

▪ have a guarantee All our boots havea one-year guarantee for being waterproof.
▪ come with/carry a guarantee The building work comes with a 30-year guarantee.
■ADJECTIVES/NOUN + guarantee

▪ a one-year /two-year etc guarantee Our clocks carry a five-yearguarantee.
▪ a money-back guarantee (=one that gives you back the money you paid if there is a problem) The company offers a
30-day, money-back guarantee on all its products.
▪ a lifetime guarantee (=one that lasts as long as the object your have bought) The binoculars are coveredagainst
manufacturing faults by a lifetime guarantee.
▪ a full guarantee (=one that covers all problems) A full guarantee comes with every purchase.

• • •
THESAURUS

▪ promise a statement that you will definitely do or providesomething, which may not be reliable: ‘I’ll call you tomorrow.’ ‘Is that a
promise?’ | Politicians are always making promises.
▪ pledge a public or official promise to do a particular thing in the future: The Governmenthas fulfilled at least 50% of its election
pledges. | We have receivedpledges of help from various organizations.
▪ vow a very serious promise to do something or not to do something that you choose to make: He made a vow never to drink
alcohol again. | your marriage vows
▪ oath a formal promise, especially one that someone makes in a court of law: Witnesses swear a solemn oath to tell the truth. |
Public officials must take an oath to support the US Constitution.
▪ undertaking a serious or public promise to do something, especially something difficult which needs a lot of effort or money:
The police have given an undertaking to reduce street crime in the city centre. | He was made to sign a written undertaking that he
would not go within a mile of her house.
▪ assurance a promise that something will happen or is true, made so that someone is less worried or more confident: You have



my assurance that it won’t happen again. | The manager gaveme his personal assurance that the goods would be deliveredtoday.
▪ guarantee a very definite promise that something will happen. A guarantee is also a formal written promise by a company to
repair or replace a product free if it has a fault within a fixed period of time.: With any diet, there’s no guarantee of success. | I’m
afraid I can’t give you a 100% guarantee. | Is the camera still under guarantee (=within the period during which it can be
repaired or replaced free)?
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